THE DESIGNERS OF THE YEAR
A PARADISE IN HAWAII
A MINIMALIST MASTERPIECE IN BELGIUM
plus NATE BERKUS SHARES HIS CALIFORNIA DREAM HOUSE
GRAND ILLUSION
Designer Kelly Wearstler’s fourth collection with Groundworks for Lee Jofa is a series of illusionistic fabrics, leathers, trims, and wall coverings. In vibrant hues and sophisticated neutrals, embroideries, jacquards, and velvets pop with graphic trompe l’oeil patterns. Printed and laser-cut leathers, woven tapes, and textured wall coverings complete the collection, which launches this spring—just in time to celebrate the 100th anniversary of Groundworks’ parent company, Kravet.

hot stuff Today’s top designers bring their inimitable aesthetics to tableware, seating, case goods, and more

CONTEMPORARY LOUNGE CHAIR BY THAD HAYES; PRICE UPON REQUEST. MASONGARDNER.COM.

ALCHEMY DINNER PLATE BY JEFFREY BILUBER FOR DE GOURARY; PRICE UPON REQUEST. 222-564-9753.

QUINTEN SIDEBOARD BY VINCENT VAN DUYSSEN FOR MOLTENI/C. FROM $11,915. MOLTENI/C.COM.

STROMBOLI TABLE BY INDIYA MAHAAVY. $4,739. INDIYA-MAHAAVY.COM.

NARIMA CURTAIN BY FRANCOIS DELTAMA. $10,000. FRANCOISDULTANA.COM.

BARST WALLPAPER BY KELLY WEARSTLER FOR GROUNDWORKS. TO THE TRADE. LEEJOFA.COM. COLLECTION LAUNCHING SPRING 2018.

FRESH MIRROR BY JANIE BRACE FOR THEODORE ALEXANDER. $1,495. THEODORE ALEXANDER.COM.

THE RU GLASS COLLECTION COUPE BY ROSE UNRAWE. $60. ROSEUNRAWE.COM.

CHELA CHAIR BY JAN SHOWWERS. FROM $4,200. JANSHOWERS.COM.